
MONITOR CALIBRATION  

Purpose of correct screen adjustment: All hardware varies and the same image file 

displayed on different screens can look wildly different. This means that when you edit 

an image you might have no idea how the final image will appear on other screens, 

projectors or printouts. The purpose of colour management is to build a system around 

this chaos and to narrow down and control the infidelities. Getting your screen under 

control is just one part; but a very important part of the process. Environment: The 

human brain and eyes continually adjust and adapt to the conditions. So to expect a 

screen to look the same in a blacked out room and in the middle of an open field is 

obviously ridiculous. Choose a place to work that is not too harshly lit and where light is 

not falling directly on the screen. Also avoid getting reflections of windows, lamps etc. on 

the screen (modern super glossy laptop screens are bad for this). The brain/eyes adapt 

to colour so avoid a situation with strong uniform colours and consider setting your 

computer desktop background to a plain all-over middle grey instead of your cute new 

baby in bright pink. 

Viewing position: Good screens will look the same from a wide range of viewing 

positions. Sadly some screens vary significantly depending on the viewing angle (again 

laptop screens often fall prey to this problem). Often this is more pronounced vertically 

than horizontally. Look at a picture (perhaps a strong monochrome image – see later) 

on your screen and see what happens to its appearance when you tilt the screen up and 

down or move your viewing position. If you find that the appearance and brightness of 

the tones vary (esp in the very brights and very darks) a great deal then you’ll have to 

buy a decent screen or set things up so that you view the screen at a consistent 

distance and angle (sitting with the computer on your lap whilst watching EastEnders is 

probably not the best solution). 

Brightness: We usually sit quite close to our screens in moderately subdued lighting so 

there is no need to wind up the brightness so much that it burns the retina off the back 

of your eyeballs. There is a general recommendation for photography editing (which is 

100 candelas per square metre, I just checked that). Open a blank white document and 

set the brightness so you get a good clean even bright white that does not glare or 

bleed. Some people check this brightness with a camera. Eric Chan (who is good) says: 

Open a blank white window, e.g., in a web browser, in Photoshop, in MS Word, etc. 

Give yourself lots of blank white space. Point your camera’s spot meter at the white 

space. Set the camera to manual exposure, f/8, 1/15 sec, ISO 100. Adjust the 

brightness of the display till the exposure indicator lies at the middle of the camera’s 

exposure scale. If you can accomplish this, then the display will be at roughly 100 

cd/m2. Having set the brightness make sure you can easily set it back if you, or 

someone else, adjusts it for whatever reason (say to watch a film). Tonal range: We 

want to see more than just white we want a black as-well and all the shades of grey in 

between. Problems, if they exist, will usually crop up either at the bright end or the dark 

end. Norman Koren is a photography űber-geek. I not sure I’d want to go for a pint with 

him but his website is full of solid information. http://www.normankoren.com/ His large 

test stepchart http://www.normankoren.com/Stepchart_large_color2.jpg is a good way to 

make a basic assessment of the tonal range of your monitor. For now don’t worry about 

all the geek-speak, just look at the image at 100% and make sure there is clear 

separation in all of the wedges in the linear step wedge across the bottom of the image. 

(BTW ignore the scalloped appearance of the wedges as that is an optical illusion – 

http://www.normankoren.com/
http://www.normankoren.com/Stepchart_large_color2.jpg


each of the wedges really is a flat tone) You can adjust the brightness and contrast to 

maximise the number and evenness of the separation of tones. If you want, you can 

also check how well the highlights are separated by looking at the step wedge at the top 

right.  Between the vertical white strip and the alternating wedges is a 15 step staircase 

from light grey (240,240,240) to white (255,255,255).  This file srgbreyscale.jpg (which is 

available in a zip file from the KCPA downloads page) includes a dark wedge and light 

wedge and is particulary useful for checking projectors as it is 1024×768. Again make 

sure you know what brightness and contrast settings you are using and that you can set 

them back if they get changed. Note: it is easier to see the effect of viewing angles with 

a test images like these on the screen. 

What about Colour: If you set up the tonal range close enough then with modern 

computer screens the colour is not going to be a million miles off. Current screens are 

much better than dodgy old CRTs. I would not recommend manually doodling around 

with colour controls. If it is that bad use a calibrator. 

A note about TV sets: If you are using your fancy living room telly then things might be 

more problematic and your colours could be pretty lurid. New televisions will often allow 

you to have different colour settings for each of the inputs and may have standard 

settings for computer use. If you have this problem you could buy or borrow a Gretag 

card and compare the real thing with this image displayed on your TV. 
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